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The Eames

Charles and Ray Eames were a couple that contributed greatly to architecture, 
film, furniture, industrial design, and more. They married in 1941 and moved to 
california. Here, they developed together a method for molding plywood. This was 
only the beginning of the groundbreaking advances they would make in the design 
world.



Case
Study
House 
No.8

Designed by the eames to live in after their children moved out, 
case study house no. 8 quickly became a symbol of modern 
architecture after its construction.The choice of materials and 
forms was inspired by WW2. The design of the house was 
constantly altered throughout the couple's lifetime, improving the 
functionality of the space, and the quality of their guests' 
experience.



CON
STR
UCT
ION

Constructed in 1949 using an array of materials 
developed during world war 2, Case study house 
no. 8 set an example for the future of modern 
residential design. Steel framing and glass gave 
the exterior of the house a clean, transparent look, 
while the use of wood and soft textiles on the 
interior made for a cozy experience.



FUN
CTI

ONS

Case study house no. 8, while the 
primary residence of the eames before 
their passing, was meant to be a multi-
use structure. The side of the house 
with the master bedroom did keep the 
purpose of slumber, but the other side 
varied in use between hosting guest 
accomodations, serving as a home 
office, and being a working studio.



LANDSCAPE

When initially designing the house, Charles and 
Ray planned to obstruct the original landscaping 
on the site. However, upon a site analysis, the 
designers fell so in love with the natural 
topography and vegetation, that they decided to 
alter the design of the house to fit the landscape. 
They wanted the house to be an extension of the 
land itself, representing a great appreciation for 
nature.



CIRCULATION
The Eames designed their home around the needs of 
their guests, including ease of movement and simple 
wayfinding. The spaces in the house have a way of 
flowing into each other which makes navigating the 
house extremely easy, even for someone who has 
never beent there. its transparent facade serves as a 
visual indicator of the arrangement of spaces to all who 
enter.The house was designed the be extremely wide 
rather than long, which not only emphazises its 
horizontality, but guides the user in a linear fashion.



SUSTAINABILITY

The Eames House's almost entirely glass facade 
allows for natural light and also allows warmth to enter 
the structure, reducing the need for both artificial light 
and, during the colder months, electrical heating. The 
goal of the design was to preserve the surrounding 
land, so it was positioned in such a way that there is 
little to no environmental impact.
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